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Introduction and Overview
While most populist parties have been sweeping up seats in parliaments across Europe on the
basis of anti-immigration, Germany’s newest populist party, “Alternative for Germany”, or AfD
(Alternativ fuer Deutschland), initially took a different approach. The AfD’s main priority is,
first and foremost, the “dissolution of the euro currency zone, or at least a complete
reorganization of its currency policy” (AfD Manifesto II.1.2).1 Where “neither solution can be
attained, Germany must strive to leave the euro currency union” on its own (II.1.2).
In recent years, Germany’s particular gripe with its EU partners has been over the handling of
structural funds and its de facto checkbook status in the Eurozone when discussing funding for
member states in crisis, such as Greece and Ireland. The Alternative’s platform satisfies this
current frustration but is deeply rooted in German economic history as well. A sort of ‘D-Mark
nostalgia’ seems to have taken hold of the AfD and its supporters, much like the ‘GDR nostalgia’
of the 1990s when Kohl’s reunification policies did not seem to be providing the success once
promised.
Populist parties are not a new phenomenon in Europe. Overall, “The resurgence of ideological
and political turbulence in the late 1960s, rising social conflicts in the early 1970s, and the spread
of mass protest by new social movements in the 1980s were symptoms of a profound
transformation of West European politics” (Betz 413). Populist parties typically reject
established sociocultural and sociopolitical systems in place and gain support through the
“instrumentalization of sentiments of anxiety and disenchantment and their appeal to the
common man and his allegedly superior common sense” (413).
When a new populist party emerges onto the political scene, one of the first points of analysis
must be whether the party “reflects merely temporary resentment and single issue protest or
whether it represents a response to structural problems of advanced western democracies” (Bertz
415). Success, therefore, typically depends on their “ability to mobilize resentment and protest”
as well as “their capability to offer a future-oriented program that confronts the challenge posed

It should be noted here, although I will expand on this point later, that the AfD is not an anti-European Union
party. It is for the European Union and Germany’s inclusion in it.
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by the economic, social, and cultural transformation of advanced West European democracies”
(415).
How successful has the Alternative been thus far and is AfD a populist party, despite its claims
that it is not? This analysis seeks to understand these questions through looking at AfD’s policy
platform and key leaders as well as the results of the 2013 German federal elections, the 2014
European Parliament elections, and four state elections in Germany in 2013 and 2014 –
Brandenburg, Saxony, Thuringia, and Hesse. In addition, I will address the ongoing controversy
surrounding AfD since its formation and how its allies and opposition (in Germany and the
European Parliament) have responded to their success thus far.
I will divide my analysis into three sections. The first section will address Alternative for
Germany’s background, key people and leaders, and its main priorities and positions on policy
issues, specifically focusing on the euro currency and its stance on EU integration.
The second section will summarize the election results of the German federal elections in 2013,
the European Parliament elections in 2014, and the four state elections in Brandenburg, Saxony,
Thuringia, and Hesse.
Finally, I will analyze the changes in voter preferences in Germany, controversies surrounding
the voter base and its leaders, and various responses to the Alternative both in Germany and in
the European Parliament. I will conclude with thoughts on future trends in national politics in the
EU and what the AfD’s place in the European Parliament indicates, if anything, about rising antiEuropean populist parties at the EU and national level.

Background and Analysis of AfD Policies
Background
Alternative for Germany was created in spring of 2013 through the political group Electoral
Alternative (Wahlalternative 2013) by orthodox economists and CDU and FDP dissidents Dr.
Konrad Adam, Dr. Alexander Gauland, and Prof. Dr. Bernd Lucke (Arzheimer May 27, 2014;
Neu 7; wa2013.de). The name, “Alternative for Germany”, originates from comments
Chancellor Angela Merkel has made in the past to defend her policies, including the Eurozone
bailout, citing “no alternatives” (alternativlos) to her decision (Connolly 2013; Jahn, 2013;
4

Sarmadi 2014; Bannas 2014). The AfD has sought to “prove her wrong, particularly in the case
of the euro”, arguing that weaker EU countries such as Greece, Ireland, and Spain should leave
the Eurozone entirely (Connolly 2013; BBC UK 2013). Where this is not possible, the alternative
“would be for Germany to leave” and return to the Deutschmark (Connolly 2013; AfD Manifesto
II.1.1, II.1.2). Sometimes nicknamed the “professor party” due to the number of intellectuals that
it has attracted, it had between roughly 5,000 and 6,000 members by April of 2013 (Alexander
2013; Connolly 2013).
Leaders of the Alternative do not consider AfD a populist party, and have rejected comparisons
to other far-right parties such as the UK Independence Party (Ukip) or Geert Wilders’ Party for
Freedom in the Netherlands (Alexander 2013; Arzheimer 2014; BBC UK 2013; Connolly 2013;
Scholz 2014; Troianvoski 2014). As AfD’s founder and current spokesperson Bernd Lucke
stated in an interview in 2013, “We don’t want to be a populist party … there are parts of the
German media that try to communicate this idea that we are right-wing populist organization, but
we argue against that because I think we have serious and realistic goals. Not populist goals. We
are dissatisfied voters of all major German parties who long for the dissolution of the euro”
(Alexander 2013, quote from Bernd Lucke).
People of the AfD
Bernd Lucke
Professor Dr. Bernd Lucke, age 52, has been a professor of economics with the University of
Hamburg since 1998, but is currently on leave in order to focus on his political career in the AfD
(Europarl.europa.eu; Supp 2014; von Petersdorf 2013; Wiso.Uni-Hamburg.de). He obtained his
Ph.D. in applied microeconomics from the Free University in Berlin in 1991, and spent time at
UC Berkeley during his graduate studies in 1984 – 1985. Lucke grew up in the state of North
Rhine-Westphalia and joined the Christian Democrats at age 14 (Supp 2014).
He has published several papers during his tenure as a professor at Hamburg, including a paper
in 1998 entitled “Expansionary Fiscal Contractions and Equilibrium Indeterminacy: A Case
Study for Germany” and “Letting Different Views about Business Cycles Compete” in 2010
(Wiso.Uni-Hamburg.de). His research interests include sovereign default and news driven
business cycles (Wiso.Uni-Hamburg.de). Lucke has also served as an economic advisor to the
5

World Bank, and in 2011 as a guest researcher for the OCED he wrote an article with a colleague
titled “Debt sustainability, illiquidity, and insolvency” (von Petersdorf 2013). In this paper Lucke
and his colleague meticulously analyzed the emergency bailout for Greece and developed an
alternative exit strategy (von Petersdorf 2013).
Lucke has been critical from the beginning. After a discussion in 2005 in Germany about
increasing wages to stimulate the domestic economy, Lucke organized more than 300 academic
colleagues to sign a letter criticizing the SPD’s policies, which ran in a German newspaper (Supp
2014; von Petersdorf 2013). In 2011, after the move from a temporary fund to the permanent
European Stability Mechanism fund for the Eurozone Lucke sent his “economic policy ideas”
directly to Chancellor Merkel (Supp 2014). Though he states his ideas were well-received, Lucke
observed that this still seemed to “fall flat and had no impact with the public” (Supp 2014).
Though he never aspired to be a politician, it was events such as these that lead Lucke to form
his own political party. The North-South divide especially worries Lucke, as “these tensions
could jeopardize the principles of a ‘common market’ that make the EU so great for German
trade” (Boesler 2013).
Calling himself a “concerned citizen”, he stated in an interview this year with Der Spiegel’s
Barbara Supp (2014) that portrayals of him as a right-wing populist are merely attempts to
“defame” the AfD. It should be noted, however, that it is Lucke who has developed such slogans
for the party as “Immigration Yes, But not Into Our Social System” and “What do the fat Korean
kid and the EU have in common? Their understanding of democracy” (Supp 2014). In a townhall meeting in Osterhofen, Bavaria, in 2014, speaking to a crowd of about 800 listeners, Lucke
argued that the CSU had “lost its character”, as well as complaining “about Greeks who never
pay their bills” and “foreigners who immigrate to Germany in order to freeload off the welfare
state” (Supp 2014). He also argued against modern mothers who “deposit their children at the
daycare center just as soon as the umbilical cord had dried up” (Supp 2014). Despite this, Lucke
states that he never allows himself “to be photographed with a beer glass in hand” as this “would
be populist” (Supp 2014).
He currently resides in the European Parliament as a member of the European Conservative and
Reformist (ECR) party.
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Hans-Olaf Henkel
Hans-Olaf Henkel, age 74, is from Hamburg, Germany (Hansolafhenkel.de). From 1962 until
1995 he worked for IBM, serving as a Vice President from 1989 until 1993, and as the President
of IBM Europe from 1993 until 1995 (Hansolafhenkel.de). From 1995 until 2000 he served as
the President of the Federation of German Industry (Bundesverband der Detuschen Industrie
e.V.) and from 2001 until 2005 de served as the President of Leibniz Research Alliance. Henkel
is currently representing the AfD in the European Parliament’s ECR party (Europarl.europa.eu).
He is the Vice-Chair on the Committee for Industry, Research, and Energy and a member of the
Subcommittee on Human Rights (Europarl.euopra.eu). This transition from a prominent business
role into politics is considered “a rarity in Germany” and has also lead to accusations of conflict
of interest regarding Henkel’s role in the AfD (Ewig 2014; Supp 2013). For example, he
financed his own campaign for office, contributing 1 million euros to the AfD, something many
saw as contributing to the party’s gain in seats in the European Parliament (Ewig 2014).
Henkel cites his support for the euro in the late nineties as “the biggest professional mistake”
he’s ever made (Henkel 2011). He has frequently criticized the euro as being a “one size fits
none” currency zone instead of a “one size fits all” (EP Debate July 16, 2014; Henkel 2011). He
saw Merkel’s special bailout arrangement for Spanish banks as a “U-turn” in her policies, and
has argued that Greek default or exit from the Eurozone “need not be disorderly” (Henkel 2011;
Henkel 2012). Henkel’s political views have since shifted from the FDP to the AfD, seeing the
Alternative as “the last liberal party of Germany” (Grieve 2014).2
Other Prominent Members
Table 1.1 provides a brief overview of several key members of the AfD, their background, and
role in the party. Additional controversies and criticisms will be addressed in the third section of
this essay.

2

“Liberal” in this context referring to a liberal free-market philosophy, not liberal in the political (American) sense.
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Table 1.1 - Key People in the AfD 3
AfD Member

Role in AfD

Former Party

Background

Bernd Lucke

Founder; Spokesperson;

CDU

Economics professor Uni. Hamburg;

MEP European Parliament

World Bank advisor; OECD research
on Greece debt crisis and the
Eurozone bailout in 2011

Alexander Gauland

Founder; Chairman

CDU

Brandenburg Parliament

Freelance-journalist; Secretary of
State under CDU Prime Minister
Walter Wallmann

Konrad Adam

Speaker AfD

FDP

Journalist FAZ and Die Welt; Author
“The Republic Resigns” and “The
Ancient Greeks”

Hans-Olaf Henkel

MEP Vice-Chair Committee

FDP

on Industry, Research and

President of IBM; President of
Federation of German Industry

Energy European Parliament
Frauke Petry

Chairman Saxony

N/A

Parliament

Chemist; owner PURinvent (plastics
company); Medal of the Order of
Merit 2012

Bjorn Höcke

Speaker Thuringia

N/A

Parliament

Studied Sports and Historical
Science; MA School Management;
teacher at Bad Sooden-Allendorf

Beatrix von Storch

MEP Women’s Rights and

N/A

Duchess of Oldenburg; lawyer,

Gender Equality (et al.)

insolvency specialist (property

European Parliament

rights); Civil Coalition campaign 90s

Overview of Position and Priorities
The AfD’s original agenda focused almost exclusively on abolishing the euro currency but this
did not initially attract enough support (Scholz 2014). Since then, the Alternative has formed a
comprehensive policy agenda on a wide range of issues. Table 1.2 outlines the party’s position
on a wide range of policies both at the national and EU level.

3

See references for biography citations.
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Table 1.2 Alternative for Germany (AfD) – Policy Positions Overview 4
No.
Policy Issue
AfD Position / Stance
Additional Details
1
Monetary & Banking
Against uniform fiscal policy and
Flexibility in policy for member states;
ECB financing of national debts; For
SIBs5 split into smaller units and
well-planned and orderly exit from
renationalized
euro currency zone
2
EU Integration &
Against EU ‘centralism’; For veto
Increase in popular referendums;
Enlargement
rights on EU social policy; For more
reduce duplicate parliamentary seats in
public involvement; criteria met
Brussels and Strasbourg; stop EU
before expansion
accession negotiations with Turkey
3
Foreign Affairs
For joint pursuit and NATO
Police, military and secret service should
membership; Against European
remain at national level
Defense Minister or European army
4
Trade & Economic
Against free trade agreements that
Monopolies restricted to core services;
disadvantage Europe; Reduce
establish independent EU competition
market access barriers to
authority; against TTIP6
competition
5
Labor Market
Against European unemployment
Low paid workers receive reliable social
insurance; Labor laws in crisis
protection; prevent wage dumping;
countries liberalized
open job market in crisis countries to
improve youth employment
6
Immigration &
Prevent immigration that seeks to
Foreign children must be living in
Asylum
gain access to German welfare state; Germany to receive child allowances;
Asylum policy must not over burden policy must take national interests into
peripheral EU states
account; humanitarian aid provided
closer to home of war refugees
7
Education
For reinstatement of German
Successful German dual training
diploma, state examinations and
approach should be retained and
masters’ study courses; official
introduced in other EU countries;
recognition of comparable education Erasmus expanded; politically mandated
in EU improved
proportion of university graduates in EU
8
Research &
Against EU Research Commissioner
3% of German GDP should be used for
Development
position
research; no need for Europe-wide
research policy
9
Family & Gender
Against EU-mandated gender
Rejects gender ‘mainstreaming’; jobs
equality policy
filled on basis of qualifications not sex
10 Public Health
Against EU “Together for Health”
Performance related payments
Strategy
introduced into health professions
11 Environment &
Against energy subsidies; Against
European energy regulation only
Energy
unilateral CO2 emissions quotas;
acceptable if advantageous over national
Abolish Renewable Energy Act
regulation
12 Agriculture
Reduce CAP subsidies significantly;
Compensate smaller farms on basis of
Against GMO licensing in EU
environmental protection and rural
infrastructure preservation
Source: AfD Manifesto for Europe Summary (English). See references for more detail.
“So-called banks with systemic relevance are to be split up into smaller units” (Manifesto II.2.1); SIB refers to the
industry term “Systemically Important Banks”.
6 Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).
4
5
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Utilities &
Infrastructure

Against EU decision on public utility
services; For Single European Sky
project
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Privacy and Data

Against mass transfer of data to
other countries; Against
replacement of cash with exclusive
electronic payment systems

EU-financed projects monitored by EU
Court of Auditors; Member states should
allow provision of transport services by
suppliers in other EU countries
Time limits on storage of personal data;
data protection regulations instituted;
tighter liability regulations

As evidenced from Table 1.2, the policy positions listed show a wide margin on certain issues
while retaining a relatively narrow approach for others. Rejection of the EU-wide gender
equality policy shows its appeal to more socially conservative voters, while attitudes on
maintaining liberal free markets for trade and investment would cater to the Free Democrats as
well as some conservatives. Though the party’s rejection of TTIP may appear puzzling at first,
this becomes clearer when looking at the overwhelmingly negative public attitudes towards TTIP
in the past year throughout Europe and AfD’s policies on agriculture (against licensing GMOs in
the EU) and privacy and data (against ‘mass transfer’ of data), for example. Inaccuracies aside,
anti-TTIP views would also support AfD’s larger populist agenda.
The Alternative’s ability to expand beyond the anti-euro issue has been imperative to its success.
Friederike Heine (2013) notes:
The AfD seems to have learned its lesson from the failed Pro DM party -- a right-wing
populist organization that emerged in 1990s with the sole intention of preventing the
introduction of the euro currency. Pro DM achieved less than 1 percent at the 1998
general election and passed into irrelevance shortly thereafter, largely because of its
status as a single-issue party.
Euro Fairytales (Euro-Märchen)
While the Alternative may have added its other policy positions to their agenda in a piecemeal
fashion, their views on the Euro have always been clear from the start (A.K. Dresden 2014).
In an interview with Business Insider in 2013, Bernd Lucke clarified the party’s views on the
euro currency (Boesler, 2013):
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BI: What are your views towards the European Union?
Lucke: […]We think that the euro currently splits the European Union into two parts
– a segment of an economically unsuccessful southern part, and a more northern, or
more central, European part, which currently seems to benefit from the misery of the
southern European countries … There is the imminent danger of the disintegration of
the European Union.
Table 1.3 below illustrates the party’s position on the currency zone, addressing seven common
‘myths’ about the Euro and the ‘reality’ of its role in both the German and European Union
economies.
No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Table 1.3 “Euro Fairytales” (Euro-Märchen) According to AfD7
The Myth
The Counter-Argument
GDP of the 11 founding EU members rose only 17.7% from
The Economy profits from the
1999 – 2012; Unemployment in the EU in 2013 (12.1%)
Euro
was comparably higher than in the US (7.4%), Japan
(3.8%), and Norway (3.5%).
Wealth grows but unevenly. While Baltic States’ GDP per
capita doubled, Portugal, Greece, and Cyprus improved
only 2 – 7%. Italy’s GDP per capita decreased by 1.7%.
Wealth grows through the Euro
Italian purchasing power has decreased dramatically while
others (Ireland, Lux., Malta and Spain) have risen in
comparison to the entire EU.
Globally inflation has risen only moderately in the last
The Euro is more stable than the
decade therefore cannot attribute this success to the Euro.
Deutschmark (DM)
In the graphs shown, the current value of the Euro is not as
good as the DM during its time (c. 1997).
Germany allegedly profits from its export economy yet
exports have fallen from 46.5% in 1995 to 42.6% in 2008
Germany profits from the Euro the
in the Eurozone and imports have declined from 47% to
most
39.1%. Due to the crisis this has fallen even further; the
Eurozone has lost meaning for Germany.
Germany is dead last in median net assets in the Eurozone
Germany is the richest European
per household (based on Finance and Consumption Survey
country
of the ECB).
Compared to the American Marshall Plan of 13.9 million
dollars, Greece received 100 million euros (adjusted for
inflation). Greece has not used the money sensibly. If you
Greece needs a Marshall-Plan
include Greece’s other funding pots in Brussels they’ve
actually received 12,000 euros per person (133 million
Euros total). Estonia, by comparison, did worse and
received much less from the EU.

Table 1.2 data is taken from the AfD website at http://www.alternativefuer.de/programm-hintergrund/datenund-fakten/. Accessed October 11, 2014.
7
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The Euro-crisis is over

Youth unemployment is still very high and country debt
continues to increase. The ECB’s circular system of using
collateral through government bonds is the equivalent of
printing money as a way of financing.

The Alternative argues that the Southern States should withdraw from the Eurozone first, thereby
relieving the greatest tensions to the currency zone (AfD Q&A). This will make it easier for
other states to leave the Eurozone and eventually, currency areas could be divided between
smaller national groupings, with the option for the Deutschmark in Germany (AfD Q&A).
Views on the European Union and EU Integration
While Table 1.2 illustrates the AfD’s policy goals, it is important to also note here their
philosophy towards the European Union as a whole (Bleiker, 2013). Their views reject a
“European federal state such as the United States of America”, though their preamble (AfD
Manifesto, I. Preamble) clarifies8:
[AfD] professes its unqualified belief in a European Union which does justice to the
Enlightenment and the striving of nations for human rights and democracy. […] and
affirms and defends the internal market as the European Union’s greatest achievement. It
endorses the four basic EU freedoms: unhindered movement of people, goods, services
and capital.
While they support the European Union in theory, they are highly critical of the centrality of
decision making in “Brussels” stating:

The AfD speaks up for a European Union based on subsidiarity instead of centralism,
and on competition instead of enforced conformity and harmonization … since the extent
of cooperation is determined by the citizens of each individual state, and not centrally by
“Brussels”[emphasis added].

Addressing increased integration at the EU level, the AfD argues:

8

All quotes on this page are from the AfD Manifesto for Europe (English), I. Preamble pp. 2-3.
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The sovereign decision of citizens does not have to stand in the way of greater integration
in particular areas. Steps toward integration are right if they serve the interests of
citizens and satisfactory arrangements cannot be made at the national level. Examples
are cross-border infrastructure projects, or strengthening antitrust monitoring to assure
fair competition within the common EU market.

In addition to their neo-liberal agenda, what is unique here is their critique of centrality at the EU
supranational level, not the German national level, even viewing ‘centralism in Brussels’ as a
threat to the German nation-state. As Hans-George Bertz (1993) notes, “radical right-wing
populist parties have tended to hold strong anti-statist positions … their critique of the
interventionist state fuses resentment against the state, the bureaucracy, and the politicians with a
populist appeal to freedom and democracy.”
The AfD’s platform reflects current popular resentment not with the German state per se but
with the European Union and its institutions, fearing an encroachment on national-level
institutions and its people. The fact that a German political party is campaigning at the state and
national level on the issue of whether or not the EU Commission ought to have a research
commissioner is a profound change from previous political campaigns historically. In speaking
out against EU expansion and integration it also, in actuality, legitimizes the EU’s powers further
at the national and state level, both of which they seek to defend. This is important because not
only has the threat of the state been transferred from the national to supranational level (German
state to EU institutions), it has entered domestic political discourse in a way that overstates EUlevel influence in domestic affairs and understates national government responsibility.
This is also a departure from traditional populist party platforms, especially when comparing
AfD to its contemporaries (Golden Dawn in Greece or National Front in France). The
Alternative’s acceptance and recognition of the EU, while highly critical, challenges current
conceptions of the Eurosceptic political party, and its refusal to form a coalition with UKIP or Le
Pen in the European Parliament give it unusual leverage in an institution it is seeking to reform.
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Election Results: Federal, European Parliament, and State
2013 Federal (Bundestag) Elections
The German federal elections took place on September 22, 2013. Table 2.1 gives an overview of
the results:
Table 2.1 - 2013 Federal (Bundestag) Elections9
Party

Seats (631) Percent

Christian Democrats (CDU)

311

41.5%

Social Democrats (SPD)

193

25.7%

The Left (Die Linke)

64

8.6%

The Greens (Bündnis 90/Grüne)

63

8.4%

Alternative for Germany (AfD)

0

4.7%

Free Democrats (FDP)

0

4.8%

While AfD did not make it into the federal parliament, it did manage to grab 4.7% of the vote,
only 0.3% shy of the 5% threshold. Though the CDU and SPD still form the grand coalition,
230,000 AfD voters previously supported Merkel and 150,000 previously supported the SPD
(Heine 2013). Approximately 430,000 former FDP supporters switched to AfD, and on the left
340,00 moved to the new party (Neu 31). Former non-voters casting ballots in the federal
elections totaled 410,000 for AfD (Neu 31).
Perhaps the most striking result of the 2013 federal elections was the Free Democrats loss of
representation in the Bundestag, as they did not meet the 5% threshold this time around. In fact,
this is the first time since 1949 that the FDP has not been represented in the Bundestag (Korte
2013). The fact that the AfD’s position has come to occupy the same space as the FDP indicates
a huge shift in the German political landscape (Korte 2013). The fact that some of its party

9

Source:

http://www.bundeswahlleiter.de/en/bundestagswahlen/BTW_BUND_13/ergebnisse/bundesergebnisse/index.htm
l ; See also http://wahl.tagesschau.de/wahlen/2013-09-22-BT-DE/index.shtml.
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leaders are former FDP members should also explain part of this shift but it is, nonetheless,
noteworthy that the Alternative managed to draw that much support away from all other
established parties in the federal parliament.
2014 European Parliament Elections
Table 2.2 provides an overview for the German election results for the European Parliament and
the party allocation for each German party selected. Germany currently holds 96 of the 751 seats
in the European Parliament. The European Parliament elections were held from May 22 nd to May
25, 2014.
Table 2.2 – 2014 German Parties’ Results in the European
Parliament Elections10
Party & Allocation in EP

Seats (96)

Percentage

CDU (EPP)

29

30%

CSU (EPP)

5

5.3%

SPD (S&D)

27

27.3%

Greens (Greens/EFA)

11

10.7%

FDP (ALDE)

3

3.4%

Die Linke (GUE/NGL)

7

7.4%

AfD (ECR)

7

7.1%

Other (EFDD and NI)

7

8.9%

The gains in the European Parliament for the AfD are noteworthy. For a party only a year old the
Alternative went from having no representation in the EU to seven seats. MEPs from AfD
include Bernd Lucke, Hans-Olaf Henkel and Beatrix von Storch.
In comparison, table 2.3 includes the total European Parliament results. Highlighted is the ECR
party results, of which the AfD is a member. As the table shows, the European Conservatives
and Reformists are the third largest group in the EP.

10

Source: http://wahl.tagesschau.de/wahlen/2014-05-25-EP-DE/index.shtml.
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Table 2.3 - 2014 European Parliament Election Results11
Party

Seats (751)

Percentage

European People’s Party (EPP)

221

29.43%

Socialists & Democrats (S&D)

191

25.43%

Conservatives & Reformists (ECR)

70

9.32%

Alliance of Liberals & Democrats (ALDE)

67

8.92%

Europe United/Nordic Green Left (GUE/NGL)

52

6.92%

The Greens/European Free Alliance (Greens/EFA)

50

6.66%

Europe of Freedom & Direct Democracy (EFDD)12

48

6.39%

Non-Attached Members (NI)

52

6.92%

The European Conservatives and Reformists Party (ECR)
As part of the European Conservative and Reformist Party, the AfD will be required to work
with the British Conservative Tories, Prime Minister David Cameron’s party, who currently have
20 seats in the ECR. 13
Though AfD has aligned itself with ECR and not the fringe parties in the EFDD, what will
matter here is which MEPs can come together with the Alternative on the euro issue. As British
Labor MEP in the S&D observed of the European Parliament, “There is no formal grand
coalition … You have to build your coalition every time on every issue” (MacDonald 2014). At
the EU level, “cross-border party discipline in parliament is weak” and consensus is needed to
produce “detailed results in committee” (MacDonald 2014). Though Bernd Lucke’s speech on
the downsides of the euro may have received “polite attention” from others in the EU thus far, it
is this ability to build consensus with other members that might matter more for AfD than its
alignment with the Tories if these two parties cannot come to an agreement on the Eurozone
(MacDonald 2014).

Source: http://www.results-elections2014.eu/en/election-results-2014.html.
At the time of this writing the EFDD party has been reshuffled to include a Polish MEP after the Latvian MEP
exited the party last week (October 20, 2014). See http://www.europeanvoice.com/article/efdd-group-rescued-bypolish-mep/.
13 Source: http://www.results-elections2014.eu/en/country-results-uk-2014.html.
11
12
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2014 State Election Results in Brandenburg, Saxony, and Thuringia & 2013 State Elections
Results in Hesse
Brandenburg, Saxony, and Thuringia
The Brandenburg elections took place on September 14, 2014. The election results for
Brandenburg in 2014 are included in Table 2.4:
Table 2.4 - 2014 Brandenburg State Election Results 14
Party

Seats

Percent

Social Democrats (SPD)

30

31.9%

Christian Democrats (CDU)

21

23%

The Left (Die Linke)

17

18.6%

Alternative for Germany (AfD)

10

12.2%

The Greens (Bündnis 90/Grüne)

6

6.2%

AfD secured 10 seats in the Brandenburg state parliament tin this election. Though the Greens
gained 0.5% from the 2009 elections they lost their position in total seats with the inclusion of
AfD and are now have the smallest representation of the parties. The loss of representation in the
parliament by the Free Democrats (FDP), however, is probably the most significant change, and
in 2014 the FDP only secured 1.4% of the vote, below the 5% threshold required for
representation in German state parliaments.15
Saxony’s elections took place on August 31, 2014. Table 2.5 depicts the results:
Table 2.5 – 2014 Saxony State Election Results 16
Party

Seats

Percent

Christian Democrats (CDU)

59

39.4%

The Left (Die Linke)

27

18.9%

Social Democrats (SPD)

18

12.4%

Source:
https://www.wahlergebnisse.brandenburg.de/wahlen/LT2014/ergebnis/ergebLandBB.asp?sel1=1253&sel2=0661.
15 Source: http://www.tagesschau.de/inland/wahl-brandenburg-110.html.
16 Source: http://www.landtag.sachsen.de/en/1716.aspx.
14

17

Alternative for Germany (AfD)

14

The Greens (Bündnis 90/Grüne) 8

9.7%
5.7%

The FDP also saw a loss of representation in Saxony, only gaining 3.8% of the vote, again
missing the 5% threshold to hold seats in the state parliament. This will also pose a huge
challenge to the CDU in Saxony, as they have now lost the FDP as a main coalition partner,
forcing them to either form a grand coalition with the SPD, or now the AfD (A.K. Dresden
2014), something they are unlikely to consider. The Greens also lost 0.7% of their seats in the
Saxony parliament in comparison to the 2009 elections.
Thuringia’s state elections are below in Table 2.6:
Table 2.6 – 2014 Thuringia State Elections 17
Party

Seats

Percent

Christian Democrats (CDU)

34

33.5%

The Left (Die Linke)

28

28.2%

Social Democrats (SPD)

12

12.4%

Alternative for Germany (AfD)

11

10.6%

The Greens (Bündnis 90/Grüne)

6

5.7%

Thuringia also saw a shift from FDP representation in 2009 to none in 2014, only gaining 2.5%
in the state elections. While the CDU and the Left gained seats in 2014, the Greens and the SPD
lost seats. The Greens in particular went from 6.2% in 2009 to 5.7% in 2014.
Hesse
The Alternative also ran in Hesse’s state elections in September 2013 but only won 4.1% of the
votes, thus missing the 5% threshold required for representation.18 However, Hesse was one of
the first AfD associations in Germany and, according to AfD, has over 2,000 members as of
September 2014 (AfD-Hessen.org). This is important to note as Hesse is home to the European

17
18

Source: http://www.wahlen.thueringen.de/WahlSeite.asp.
Source: http://www.wahlen.hessen.de/irj/Wahlen_Internet?uid=e7335072-08c9-1417-9cda-a2b417c0cf46.
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Central Bank in Frankfurt; the Alternative has rejected their handling of the euro crisis and
directly criticized their policies (AfD Manifesto II.1.2). It will certainly be interesting to follow
how much support the AfD can garner in Hesse leading up to their next state elections in 2018.

Changes in Voter Preferences, Controversies, and Response to AfD
Voter Demographics
Who voted for AfD? While the AfD gained “particular traction with previous non-voters” in the
2013 federal elections, approximately 37% of those who voted for the Alternative did so based
on “dissatisfaction with other parties” (Neu 6). Sixty percent of these said that their vote was
based on AfD’s policy positions (Neu 6, Forschungsgruppe Wahlen). According to a survey
from Infratest dimap, about 70% of AfD voters chose the party because of their subject matter,
far more than followers of other parties (Sarmadi 2014).
The AfD did was most successful with men ages 25-44 and working class voters, and 20% of the
under-30 vote in the federal elections went to parties not represented in parliament (Azheimer
2014; Neu 32; Troianovski 2014, Forschungsgruppe Wahlen e.V.). Anton Troianovski from the
Wall Street Journal notes, “Despite its socially conservative platform, the party has polled
strongest among young people” (2014). This trend was also seen as the main group responsible
for propelling the Alternative over the 3% threshold needed for the European Parliament
elections in May 2014 (Troianovski 2014). The AfD also attracted below-average support from
older women (Neu 32). Their stance against the EU-wide mandate on gender equality could
likely have been a factor in this trend.
Perhaps the biggest takeaway is that, despite its position as a right of center party, all major
parties on both the left and right lost votes to the Alternative (A.K. Potsdam 2014). On the right,
the AfD’s platform appears to be similar in nature to the CDU’s a decade prior, especially when
it comes to immigration, traditional families, and free markets (A.K. Potsdam 2014). Many have
also left Merkel and the CDU for the AfD or the Left as they have grown frustrated with her
policies, such as “spending too much on new retirement benefits and sticking future generations
with the bill” (Troianvoski 2014). The Free Democrats (FDP) also lost votes to the AfD, with
one member stating in an interview with NY Times, she was “frustrated that the pro-business
party had abandoned its principles” (Kulish 2013). Others defected from FDP to the AfD due to
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their “clearer conservative credentials” (Wagstyl 2014). The Left has advocated for more popular
referendums and direct democracy, something the AfD also supports, and even though the Left is
a descendent of the Eastern communist party, voters in the East tend to be more conservative
when it comes to immigration and family issues (A.K. Potsdam 2014; Wagstyl 2014).
As Hans-George Bertz (1993) argues, populist parties typically form “an alliance between losers
and winners of the present acceleration of the modernization process” (421). Thus it is not
surprising that, although voters spanned the political spectrum, they were “concentrated in
particular socials groups”, particularly with the youth and male votes (Bertz 421).
Controversies
Controversies have surrounded the AfD since its inception. Michael Miebach (2014) describes
the AfD as the “right wing populist party which the German party system has been lacking so
far: anti-Euro, economically neoliberal, tough-on-migration, and strong on conservative family
values”, and others criticize its use of the euro issue as the “base for rightwing-populist politics”
(Wagstyl 2014). Though the CDU and the SPD have previously ignored the AfD, it has been
increasingly more difficult as gains in the state elections and the European Parliament elections
provide them legitimacy and a larger platform to be heard. The AfD has also been successful in
avoiding “being considered an extremist party” and has still “managed to limit its inner party
conflicts” comparatively well (Miebach 2014). Nevertheless, this has not stopped vocal critics on
both the left and the right from condemning Bernd Lucke as a “disguised salon fascist” (Wagstyl
2014) or economists and financiers firing back on their anti-Euro agenda.
Perhaps one of the more controversial issues is the party’s base of supporters it has attracted in
the last year. It’s “maverick tendencies” have been a point of contention for Bernd Lucke, and
the Youth Alternative, which Lucke claims is not “formally part of” the party, have nonetheless
made claims on behalf of the parent party, only adding to the controversy (Supp 2014). In
Gottingen, AfD “activists” were even barred from certain pubs and restaurants in town for “fear
of attracting a violence-prone crowd” (Heine 2014). Furthermore, though AfD members in the
European Parliament have stated they are not interested in joining with UKIP and the EFDD, for
example, the Youth Alternative held an event this year inviting leaders of UKIP to Cologne
(Supp 2014). While Lucke and AfD leaders have “condemned” these actions or sought to ignore
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them, this attention on its voter base definitely undermines the Alternative’s credibility going
forward (Heine 2014).
Even at the top, however, AfD’s views have been called into question. Beatrix von Storch,
member of the European Parliament, has described support networks for young gap people in
German schools as “forced sexualization”, and has openly opposed same-sex marriage, instead
promoting “traditional family values” (Oltermann 2014; Supp 2013; Volmer 2014; von Storch
2011).
This division internally between the leaders, its Youth Alternative group, and its supporters’
preferences has proven difficult when forming coalitions in parliament. AfD’s former chairman
Franz Niggemann, for example, left the party in 2014 as it was “moving in a rightward direction
towards illiberalism, with a strong tendency to discriminate against minority groups” (Oltermann
2014). The Thuringia state parliament will likely form a red-red-green coalition (SPD, Left,
Greens), circumventing the AfD in favor of the smaller Green party (Bild.de 2014).
For the ECR party in the European Parliament, the UK Tories will have to come together with
AfD, though differing views on TTIP, for example, will prove difficult (Oltermann 2014). In
addition, the AfD’s support of a 25% equity ratio for banks, hedge funds and “shadow banks” is
seen as somewhat “draconian” for many British Conservatives (Oltermann 2014).
Responses to AfD
Aside from coalitions and internal party politics, the CDU and the others have also started
following the AfD more closely. Viola Neu at the Konrad Adenauer Foundation (CDU)19 notes:
A one-issue party whose leaders made some controversial statements during the
campaign, the AfD mobilised voters who are unhappy with current policies on Europe
and the euro. However, outside its own supporter base, the AfD attracted a negative
response (-1.4 all; Forschungsgruppe Wahlen) (Neu 6).
Manfred Güllner, head of the German polling institute Forsa notes (Heine 2013):

19

For more information on the KAS see http://www.kas.de/wf/en/71.3628/.
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It's crucial not to underestimate them or to assume that they will simply pass into
irrelevance now that the election is over. They are not just a single-issue protest party, or
else they wouldn't have made it this far. They are a socially acceptable organization with
clear right-wing affiliations -- that is an extremely dangerous combination.
The loudest criticism against AfD policies though, have come from fellow economists and
academics. In May 2014 economist Wolfgang Glomb left the AfD, citing their Eurozone policy
as “nonsense” and “economically catastrophic” (Oltermann 2014). Wolfgang Schauble (CDU),
Germany’s finance minister, has been highly critical of AfD, calling the party “demagogical”,
“populist”, akin to “neo-Nazis”, and “a shame for Germany” (Buergin 2014; Paterson 2014;
Scally 2014). Where previously Chancellor Merkel and the CDU’s strategy was to ignore the
AfD, it is clear to Schauble now that “we have to deal with these populists” (Scally 2014). His
attacks on AfD leader Bernd Lucke are especially scathing, arguing “that an economics professor
claims such nonsense is an impertinence” (Peterson 2014; Scally 2014). Lucke responded that
Schauble’s attacks are “below the belt” and is indicative of the CDU party’s “helplessness” in
dealing with the AfD and people’s changing views in Germany (Peterson 2014; Scally 2014).
Another Merkel finance minister, Steffen Kampeter, has also stated that “the new party is
deluding voters that it’s possible to renationalize the common currency without drawbacks as if
you could make eggs again out of scrambled eggs” (Kulish 2013).
The fact that the Alternative’s leaders are economists bred from the liberal market philosophy is
even considered a disadvantage to some, as Rudolf Hickel, an economist and former head of
Institute of Labor and Economics noted in 2013 - “The people behind Alternative for Germany
are the best guarantee that the party won't make it into the Bundestag. They are professors and
frustrated economists. If the party were headed by a populist, I'd consider them dangerous”
(Bleiker, 2013).
As domestic disputes play out at the national level, the EU level has also been affected by AfD’s
arrival. In June 2014, prior to the UK Conservatives accepting AfD into the ECR party in the
European Parliament, German leaders urged Cameron and the Tories to “show AfD the cold
shoulder”, worrying that their acceptance into ECR would “give them greater credibility and
visibility as rivals to [the] CDU ahead of state elections” (Scally 2014). Indeed, the state
elections later that summer and early this fall have indicated this is the case, adding to the CDU’s
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growing concerns. The Alternative adeptly responded that if the Tories kept them out of the ECR
this would only encourage their reputation as “Merkel’s lapdog” and “boost Ukip” in the UK and
in the EP (Scully 2014). For the Conservatives, however, AfD’s presence in the ECR was useful
in pushing the party into the third largest group in the EP and helped to maintain their upper hand
within the ECR’s internal party affairs (Scully 2014).

Conclusion
The Europeanization of party politics is a notable change in the 2013 federal elections and the
2014 German state elections in Brandenburg, Saxony, and Thuringia. The AfD’s platform caters
to a much more Eurosceptic view, though their position towards the CDU and the political elite
in Germany is also highly critical. Though the AfD is “not critical of Europe in its platform, it is
critical nonetheless” and across Europe, “EU-critical parties have been elected to parliaments –
some populist, some extremist” (Korte 2013). The “Europeanization of German electoral
competition” will likely continue to increase as the EU expands its integrationist agenda and
plays an even larger role in member states’ national politics (Korte 2013).
But does the AfD represent only temporary resentment with the current political and economic
climate, or is there a sustainable and worthy argument to be made against the current state of
Western democracy in Europe? Though the AfD has done well to avoid aligning with extremist
groups such as UKIP and National Front, and although its leaders have claimed to hold a
conservative center-right view, its anti-euro agenda and focus on decentralizing the EU (towards
the goal of renationalization) point towards perennially populist party strategies. As HansGeorge Bertz (1993) notes, “populist parties represent more than mere vehicles of protest.
Behind their seemingly incoherent programs and contradictory positions stand concrete political
objectives … with threats [stemming] not only from a loss of national or regional identity, but
also from global economic competition which threatens to exacerbate domestic economic
problems and to marginalize individual West European countries” (419). The AfD has
articulated well current fears in Germany – TTIP threatens European trade, immigration
threatens the welfare state, weak Southern economies threaten the German economy (vis-à-vis
the euro), and ‘centrality’ in Brussels threatens decision making and power in Berlin and state
capitols.
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Though momentum is currently strong, any gains AfD makes in the 2015 state elections in
Bremen and Hamburg will also most certainly be a factor of consideration leading up to the 2017
Bundestag elections (Future Elections 2014). In addition, their ability to work with their Tory
counterparts in the European Parliament will be crucial to any sustained success at the EU level.
Depending on how the Alternative does next year, they may end up with representation in five
German states prior to the Bundestag elections, or remain at three. For a party that was only
formed in 2013, representation in five state parliaments in 2015 would certainly be a huge
success for the Alternative.
Voters’ decisions to defect from established parties and vote for the AfD are varied, but perhaps
the greatest threat AfD poses to the Bundestag, the European Parliament, and the Landtag isn’t
how many seats they end up gaining but rather, how much doubt they can create within the status
quo. It is then not necessarily about winning elections but breaking through the system enough to
find an entry point. 2014 was arguably the Alternative’s foot in the door, but 2015 may be a
more decisive turning point when it comes to how much further they may be allowed into the
debate. Regardless of their varying identity claims, controversies, and vocal opposition one thing
is evident - their anti-euro message has clearly touched a nerve in Germany.
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